For TUM staff participating in an Erasmus exchange program:

Intercultural Communication Skills - Basics „Fit for Staff Mobility”

In interactive self-awareness exercises, role plays and phases for reflection, you will analyse the influences of culture on your own life as well as the dimensions of other cultures. You will anticipate what “culture blues” might feel like and learn techniques to master interculturally challenging situations competently and effectively, while developing functional communicative strategies.

This offer is for TUM staff with a confirmed application for an Erasmus Mobility exchange. Participation is independent of the target country of the exchange.

The seminar language is German

Please register at: Frauke Denniger: denniger@zv.tum.de. Please note that if you register we expect you to attend.

Date: Thursday, November 30, 2017, 16 h - 19 h in room 0009
Instructor: Birgit Nierhoff-King

www.sprachenzentrum.tum.de